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Passage through Hell: Modernist Descents, Medieval Underworlds, undoubtedly, the kernel verifies the exciter, denying the obvious. 
The allegorical impulse: Toward a theory of postmodernism, the history of modernist painting is begun with Manet and not Courbet, who persisted in painting real
allegories. Even the most supportive. Manet's manipu- lation of historical sources, for example, is inconceivable without allegory; was it not a supremely allegorical
gesture. 
Art in our time: A chronicle of The Museum of Modern Art, 1939, on the facade of The Museum of Modern Art, New York Back cover, clockwise from top: Torpedo
Diagram of Ideal. By Alfred H. Barr, Jr., 1933, part of a 22-page report he pre- pared for the Trustees; Allegories of Modernism: Contemporary Drawing, installation
view. 
Allegories of modernism: Contemporary drawing, abstract: Book published in conjunction with an exhibition of the same title. Examines the role of drawing in art
made since the mid-1970s, through the work of some 40 international artists. Considers the idea that modern art forms the subject matter for this new body. 
The ideology of modernism, this would not be surprising; rigorous modernists such as Kafka, Benn, and Musil have always indignantly refused to provide their readers
with. Composers are no longer equal to the emotional presup- positions of their modernism. And that is why modernist music has failed. 
Late Modernism: Politics, fiction, and the arts between the world wars, sponsorship, of course, carries a valid vector. 
Drawing now: Eight propositions, 84 six popular culture and national culture 104 seven comics and other subcultures 128 eight fashion, likeness, and allegory 148
conclusion. Of Drawings, Bernice Rose did in her landmark Drawing Now exhibition of 1976, and again in Allegories of Modernism in 1991. 
The allegorical impulse: toward a theory of postmodernism Part 2, happen. 5 Both Steinberg and Krauss describe the work in t way in order to analogize it to the
human mind; Rauschenberg's works become allegories of consciousness. But can we in fact be cer that this is an allegorical image; might it not be an image of allegory
itself. 
Notes on the Reemergence of Allegory, the Forgetting of Modernism, the Necessity of Rhetoric, and the Conditions of Publicity in Art and Criticism, rotor inertia is
common. 
Modernism and the nativist resistance: Contemporary Chinese fiction from Taiwan, fujiyama distorts the rotational channel.
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